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COILED TUBING LOCK-IN PROTECTION SLEEVE

The Coiled Tubing Lock-in Protection Sleeve is run as part of the coiled tubing assembly to shield 
vulnerable parts of downhole safety valves during coiled tubing interventions. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES

System is made up of two parts - the outer lock-in protection 
sleeve and carrier mandrel 

Complete system is run in hole with the BHA

Once the outer sleeve reaches the nipple profile it shears from
the BHA - setting in the safety valve 

Unique wear pad design allows coiled tubing to pass through
freely and fluid to bypass 

As the BHA passes up through the safety valve it re-engages
with the protection sleeve - retrieving the entire system

Sleeve ID does not limit the diameter of the BHA as it does not
need to pass through the sleeve

Lock-in sleeve design securely sets in the nipple profile 
allowing the sleeve to remain stable with high circulation rates

Carrier mandrel features a large through bore allowing drop 
balls to pass through the tool to activate devices in the BHA

Protects delicate areas of the safety valve from damage and scoring during 
coiled tubing intervention

Protection sleeve holds open the safety valve flapper to prevent damage 
during intervention

Built-in, interchangable wear pads to provide robust wear resistance 
as coiled tubing passes through

No additional runs required - set and retrieved with the 
coiled tubing BHA

Wear pads can be changed between runs as required

PROTECTS CRITICAL SAFETY VALVE PARTS

Coiled Tubing Lock-in Sleeve setting 
and unsetting sequence



APPLICATIONS

TECHNICAL DATA
LOCK-IN PROTECTION SLEEVE

CROSS SECTIONAL VIEW

Complete Coiled Tubing Lock-in 
Protection Sleeve system

Coiled Tubing running through 
Oilenco Protection Sleeve

Each nominal size of protection sleeve is not profile specific allowing flexibility of landing nipple.

Coiled tubing milling operations

As a safety measure, the Protection Sleeve features a regular GS type fish neck. Should the BHA 
ever be disconnected at the motorhead assembly and the sleeve carrier remain downhole, the 
sleeve will remain in the safety valve.  The protection sleeve can be recovered later with either 
coiled tubing or slickline.
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SLEEVE CARRIER
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Coiled tubing interventions


